Ferris HVACR Students prepare 2005 Audit Report for Master Tag

Representatives from Master Tag, owner, Rick Hughes and facility manager, Bruce Armstrong visited Ferris’ Granger Building on December, 16, 2005 after inviting HVACR students to complete an energy audit on one their more technically advanced buildings. Students from 2 sections of HVACR 451, taught by Assistant Professor John Eric Quilitzsch, presented proposals on Master Tag’s Building.

Senior Ryan McCourt comments, “We not only provide energy audits, we also encourage implementation of improvements using technology. This is real life- this class allows us to get job experience and network, preparing us for the real world of work.”

"We are always on the lookout for business owners who could benefit from a thorough energy audit. Where else could you get 30 HVAC Engineers to spend 15 weeks examining your energy consumption? Year after year, Ferris HVACR students present real world opportunities for energy savings to business owners. There is not any obligation on the owners’ part to execute the plan that the students present, but some of the opportunities would seem to great to pass up."